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Letters to the Editor
Dismantling America
White, anti-white liberals are using anti-white ideology as a tool to dismantle the achievements of
Western Civilization, suggesting that the West’s success arose by natural factors such as cold weather,
fertile lands, and navigable rivers. This endeavor, I believe, is to set us up for unrestricted mass
immigration. As soon as immigrants arrive on our magical dirt, they will be just as great, according to
the narrative. 

Just because someone believes in multiculturalism doesn’t mean they have to put down uni- or even
duo-culturalism in order to make way for it. Equality does not mean raising the minority by putting
down the majority. That’s nonsense, as both could be lifted up. 

It seems that conservatives are seen as a hate group because they don’t hate their country, but they
shouldn’t have to hate their own nation to make way for those who love globalism. 

Globalists want a billion people in this country. 

I say America for the Americans and the United Nations for themselves. The UN is not our friend. Its
agenda has infiltrated our agenda. Savings from stopping foreign aid will not be adequate to account for
the great losses America will suffer. Unrestricted mass immigration will make our country another, as
our recent former president so eloquently put it, third-world, “sh*thole country.”

Luke Morrell
Sent via e-mail

American Fascists
Why are most people unhappy with our country’s course?

A recent poll showed 72 percent think the country is headed in the wrong direction. To many, “fascism”
is just a pejorative, but it’s a real, truly sinister, and historically tried version of socialism. It’s what’s
being reflected in polls. Effects of Democrats’ fascist governance are apparent and will make life
increasingly worse. 

Federal agencies work in concert with drug companies to prevent safe, inexpensive treatments from
reducing vaccine profits — at the expense of unnecessary COVID deaths. Fully weaponized agencies,
including the CIA, HHS with its CDC and FDA, DOJ with its FBI, NIH with its NIAID, etc., target and
bully political opponents, often labeling them domestic terrorists or white supremacists. 

Unscientific mask mandates train sheep to virtue-signal compliance with totalitarian government
demands. Unlimited illegal immigration is enabled to flood the country with welfare-dependent people,
provide cheap labor, and replace American workers and voters with illegal Democratic voters. Inflation
is exacerbated. Gun control is pushed as though guns commit crimes, while actual crimes are ignored.

Public education exacerbates racial strife in order to divide people by race and convince them that the
government must fix the problem. Fake News and social media function as a Democratic propaganda
machine and — as they have been asked to do by the current administration — actively censor and
silence opposing views. Political prisoners are severely abused and held without bail or trial under
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horrific conditions. 

People are unhappy because they’re experiencing fascism. It’s time to recognize this, correctly call it
out, and attack it by name.

Marvin Mathiak
Sent via e-mail
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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